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SproutBoxx
 

SproutBoxx is dedicated to helping indoor growers set up with
straight forward,  high quality equipment that's as perfect for

budding beginners as it  is  for seasoned professionals.
 

Our kits feature bri l l iant l ights,  l ightproof tents,  and top-notch
venti lation systems that give you ultimate control over your grow

environment at unbeatable value!

Grow l ike a pro.
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Tomato plants (Solanum lycopersicum)  are subtropical perennials .
 

There are two main varieties — determinate and indeterminate —
with hundreds of cultivars to choose between in a range of shapes,

sizes,  colors,  culinary uses and fruiting periods.
 

Tomatoes originated in the Andes Mountains of South America and
were domesticated in pre-Columbian Mexico and introduced to

Europe by the Spanish in the 16th Century.
 

They were initial ly regarded with suspicion as a food as they are a
relative of the poisonous belladonna and deadly nightshade. The fruit
is edible but the roots and leaves of the tomato plant are poisonous.

Indeterminate Determinate

Indeterminate
tomato varieties
have longer stem
growth and
growing tips that
end in leaves.

New fruits are
produced along the
stem as older fruits
ripen, so they
produce fruit  for a
long period. 

They require
staking and
support to keep the
fruit off  the ground.

Determinate (bush)
tomato plants are
bred to stop growing
usually somewhere
around 3 -  4 feet tall
and have growing
tips that end in
flower clusters.

When flowers
blossom at the tips
of the branches,  the
plant has reached
its ful l  height.  

The fruit  of
determinate tomato
plants r ipens all  at
once in a 7 -  10 day
period.
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Indeterminate varieties are normally recommended for home growing
because they tend to grow much longer than the determinate varieties -
practically indefinitely -  and continue to produce new fruit as the f irst
tomatoes on the plant begin to r ipen.

The majority of tomato varieties are indeterminate,  including most
heirlooms, cherry and dwarf types.  Popular tomatoes such as Beefsteak ,
Big Boy ,  Brandywine ,  Sungold ,  Sweet Mil l ion ,  and the early producing Early
Girl  are indeterminate varieties.  Popular determinate tomatoes include
Rutgers ,  Roma ,  and Celebrity .

Indeterminate tomato plants need stakes for support and require training
because of how long they grow. They typically grow around 6 -  10 feet but
can grow longer.

Determinate tomatoes reach around 3 -  4 feet in height,  so are easier to
control and support in the space of a small  grow tent than indeterminate
tomato plants (at the expense of the fruit  r ipening in one go).  However,
because they are smaller you can grow multiple plants at the same time by
staggering germination every couple of weeks to keep tomato production
going and they are easier to manage than determinate varieties.

Tomato fol iage is fuzzy and fragrant,
with self-poll inating yellow flowers
developing around a month from
germination.

Colors can be as varied as size and shape,
and include red, pink, orange, yellow,
bicolored, greenish, white or cream, striped
and blackish-purple.

Fruits vary from marble-size to large-
apple size in a range of shapes, such as
oblong, heart, plum, round and pear. 

CHOOSING A VARIETY TO GROW
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Tiny Tim
Tiny Tim is a determinate variety that grows
to around 50 cm and produces small, bright
red cherry tomatoes. They’re a fast growing
variety and you’ll be able to start harvesting
just 60 days after planting.

Golden Nugget
Golden Nugget tomatoes are rich yellow in
color and look great on the vine.  They are
determinate plants and grow around 61 cm,
producing tomatoes after around 60 days.
They’re ideal for salads or snacks and the
taste is milder than regular tomatoes.

Roma
Roma are a determinate variety (also known
as Italian tomatoes) that produces plum-
shaped tomatoes after around 75 days.
Roma's are ideal for canning and making
pasta sauces.

Black Pearl
Black Pearl is a hybrid indeterminate cherry
tomato with dark round fruits about 3.5cm
ready in 65 days. The fruit gets its color from
anthocyanins, which are powerful antioxidants.

The plants can grow 1.5m tall so they will need
topping and a cage for support.

Here are 5 popular tomato varieties you can consider for your grow tent. They’re also
perfect for containers and pots in small gardens.

5 INTERESTING TOMATO VARIETIES

Green Grape
Green Grape tomatoes are small, compact
determinates but they usually need support as
they produce large yields of small, yellow/green
tomatoes after around 80 days.
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10 - 12 hrs
14 - 16 hrs 
Flowering

22° - 26° C
71° - 79° F

60 - 90%
RELATIVE
HUMIDITY

PROVIDING THE RIGHT ENVIRONMENT

Temperature, Humidity & pH Range
Tomato plants do best in warm (22° - 26° Celsius) and
humid conditions (60° - 90% relative humidity). They
grow best within a pH range of 6.0 - 6.8. 

Conditions should be managed carefully to ensure
plants produce the best yields.

Lighting
Tomato plants need at least 10 - 12 hours of light a
day. SproutBoxx grow lights combine full spectrum,
UV and IR so plants get the benefit of all the
necessary wavelengths (3500K white, red 660nm, UV
395nm, blue & IR 730nm). 

Although plants don't need maximum PPFD levels
over their entire surface, averaging somewhere
between 300-600 µmol/m2/s on most of the plant
during flowering should be aimed for. 

At the initial stages for the germination of plants,
seedlings should be exposed to light for at least 12
hours every day. After 3 - 5 weeks this exposure to
light can be extended to 14 - 16 hours every day for
the next 2 - 3 weeks. At the later stages the
illumination period can be reduced to 10 hours.

Our Pro & Pro+ kits allow you to manage the
environment automatically with a programmable
timer for the light and a fan that can adjust itself

automatically to keep the environment within desired
temperature and humidity levels.
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Scoop the seeds from the tomatoes and soak them in water for 12 - 14
hours. Let the seeds dry out on a paper towel for a few days before

sowing them in potting mix.
 
 

 

TAKING SEEDS FROM FRESH TOMATOES

Tomato seeds can be sown in starter trays
containing a good mix of soil.  The seeds should
be sown at an appropriate depth at least 3-4 mm
and placed 6 cm apart from each other. It's best
to plant a few in case some don't sprout.

After sowing, the starter tray should be properly
covered by using foil or any plastic wrap, for the
conservation of moisture and heat. 

Be careful not to overwater during the sowing
stage, just ensure the soil around the seeds is
damp.

Germination takes around 5 - 10 days, and the
most vigorous seedlings can be transplanted to
pots after they have developed 1 or 2 leaves.

You can also cover the pots with plastic wrap to
help retain moisture in the soil.  This will aid
germination as tomato seeds need moisture to
germinate.

SEED SOWING & SEEDLING TRANSPLANTS
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Soil Grows
Soil grows are the simplest and least expensive.
Before planting, soil should be broken up and loose
so that it can support an efficient rooting system.
Potting mixtures containing perlite or vermiculate
are the best choice.  

Early in the growing stages, water plants a few hours
after the light turns on. As the day goes on, you
might need to water them again a little later in the
day. Tomatoes typically require 1 - 2 inches of water a
week.

You can boost nitrogen in the vegetative stage (e.g.,
11-3-8) but in the fruiting stage, switch to a fertilizer
lower in nitrogen but higher in phosphate and
potassium. Supplement with calcium-magnesium.

The ideal pot size is 18 - 24 inches diameter.
Indeterminate tomatoes will benefit most from a
larger pot. If using a fabric pot or other type sold by
volume, 15 - 20 gallons is a good size.

Make sure pots have drainage holes and keep them
on a saucer.

Hydroponic Grows
I f  you are growing tomato plants hydroponically ,  make sure
there is enough space in the bubbler bucket for the
establishment of a good root network.

When the seeds have been sown make sure to keep the top
inches damp. When the chil is  are established the bottom of
the container can be f i l led with nutrient solution.

Rockwool cubes,  expanded clay,  or a mix of coco coir
vermiculite and perl ite make a good growing medium.
Rockwool cubes make it  easy to transplant seedlings as a
starter cube can be moved to f it  inside a larger cube.

When the chil i  is  established the roots should hang into the
nutrient solution.  The deepest roots are f ine to be
submerged completely under water for the entire l i fe of the
plant.  The upper buttress roots,  closer to where the roots
begin to appear on the stalk,  need air .  They can be wet but
not submerged or the plant wil l  eventually drown. 

Provide the recommended dose of macro and
micronutrients as instructed. Nutrient application is
essential  for healthy hydroponic plants.

MAINTAINING THE GROW MEDIUM
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Tomato Cages
Cages work well  with tomatoes in
pots.  You can buy wire cages of
different height from online retai lers
or gardening centres.  Cages can be
cone-shaped, round or square and
open at the top. 

Cages up to ~45 inches /  1 . 1  metres
should work in a 140cm high grow
tent and  ~55 inches /   1 .3 metres
high 160cm grow tent.

To gain space and height,  you may
want to make a special adjustment
to your l ight hanging configuration,
explained on page 15.

Twine

Bamboo
poles

Tomato plants need support for healthy
growth. Even small  determinate varieties
need to be staked in pots and there is a
variety of simple staking structures
available at online retai lers and gardening
centres.  

Don’t wait for the plant to get too big to
start staking, or you can damage the roots
pushing the stake in.

SUPPORTING TOMATO PLANTS

You can make an effective cage yourself by tying three stakes
around the plant and attaching wire netting, plastic netting, fence
wire or twine (see picture) around the structure. You could also use
trellis/scrog netting connected to the grow tent frame.

Coil the plant upward and around the cage as it grows, securing
the plant with twine.

Staking Single Tomatoes
After sinking your stakes,  t ie the
plant stem to it  with twine.  Use
three stakes around the
circumference of the pot.

Add more ties as the plant grows,
taking care not to restrict the plant
and cut off  the stem.

Net trellis

Homemade
tomato cage &

determinate plant

Retail tomato 
cage & indeterminate

plant
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Top the tomato plant when it grows to the top of its cage or stake. By doing
this, it allows more of the plant's energy to be directed at growing fruit. 

To top, cut off each top vertical stem with shears, removing the stem above where
a side shoot diverges from the main vertical shoot.

Other pruning can be done when the stems and leaves start turning yellow.
Soon after the plant has reached maturity, yellow and drying leaves should
be removed or they will continue drawing sugar and the plant may suffer.

New suckers should also be removed, otherwise they may negatively affect
the growth and production of tomatoes.

Gently remove suckers by bending them back and forth between your
fingers, or snip them off with scissors.

Remove suckers by simply
snapping them off  at the stem.

During peak growing season, pull
unnecessary suckers and f lowers

at least once a week.

PRUNING TOMATO PLANTS
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Tomatoes are self-poll inating, meaning their f lowers
contain both the male and female parts,  but they are
aided in nature by insects and wind.

For indoor growing, as soon as the f lowers are ful ly
developed you can poll inate by simply shaking or
fl icking the f lower to imitate a breeze and cause it  to
shed pollen.

It 's  best to do it  after the l ight has been on a few
hours with a relative humidity of between 60 - 70%.

POLLINATION



By the proper use of support and access
to the required levels of l ight and
keeping the water used in the 6.0 -  6.8
pH range, sizeable,  high-quality yields
of tomatoes can be obtained in indoor
grow tents.

Tomatoes are ready to harvest between
60 and 80 days from germination
depending upon the cultivar chosen
and can be harvested when the desired
color and size are achieved. 

Once you've harvested the tomatoes,  wash and dry them, then store them
to continue to r ipen in a cool ,  shaded space with a l itt le venti lation,  out of
direct sunlight.  The ideal temperature for r ipening is around 20° C.

If  you know you won't use them in the next few days,  you can move them
to a refrigerator to help preserve the fruit  a bit  longer.

Avoid al lowing tomatoes to ful ly r ipen on the vine.  Once a tomato begins
to turn from green to sl ightly pink,  it  stops taking nutrients from the plant
in what is known as the breaking stage .

When a tomato reaches this stage, it  can continue to r ipen off  the vine
without any issue and its removal is  beneficial  to the plant.  Although the
tomato is not using nutrients,  it  can slow the production and ripening
process for additional tomatoes.

HARVESTING TOMATOES

To remove tomatoes,  grasp the tomato f irmly and
gently,  and pull  it  from the plant by holding the stem
with the other hand - breaking the stalk just above
the calyx that protects the bud.
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Eff iciency:  2 .74μmol/Joule @Samsung LM281B

UV 395nm, Visible Light,  Far Red 660nm, IR 730nm

THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT LIGHT WAVELENGTHS ON PLANTS
Plants don't just need visible l ight to grow well .  To get the best yields and
the healthiest plants,  other wavelengths,  including UV and IR,  are just as
important.

SproutBoxx grow l ights combine full  visible spectrum, UV and IR so plants
get the benefit  of al l  the vital  wavelengths through energy eff icient
Samsung LM281B LEDs to make sure your plants get everything they need
to grow as well  as they possibly can. 

UV Light 
(10nm-400nm)

Helps the
formation of
anthocyanins and
resists the
elongation of
branches and
leaves. 

Also has the
effect of
sterilizing the
growth
environment of
plants and
promotes uptake
of phosphorus.

Red Light 
(600nm-700nm)

Contributes to
photosynthesis,
encouraging plant
stretch. 

Also promotes
root and early
germination
growth.

IR Light 
(730nm-1mm)

Infrared can
increase the
speed of growth
for plant stems. 

IR stimulates cell
elongation and
induces flowering
and seed
germination

Blue Light
(400nm-525nm)

Helps thicken
stems and leaves,
accelerate plant
development,
regulate stomatal
opening, and
promote the
absorption of
chlorophyll and
carotene.

Visible Light
(400nm-700nm)

This is the main
photosynthesis
range, vital for
good growth and
healthy plants.

Far Red Light
(700nm-750nm)

Promotes
flowering and
fruiting, increases
yield and reduces
the occurrence of
deformed fruit.

Also helps to
develop larger
leaves, helping
plants to absorb
more light and
increase growth.
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PPFD is a measurement of the amount of l ight that arrives at the crop
canopy. Although plants don't need maximum PPFD levels over their entire
surface,  averaging somewhere between 300 - 600 µmol/m2/s on most of
the plant during f lowering should be aimed for.  SproutBoxx grow l ights
can provide PPFD values at 12 inches /  30 cm of between 1 ,153 and 1 ,879
µmol/m2/s depending upon model.

Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density (PPFD) 



Nitrogen (N) is essential for plant cell growth and
chlorophyll health. It is used in leaves and all the
green parts of the plant and is essential for all
vegetables. Vegetables grown for their leaves
(lettuce, cabbage) need a plentiful supply, but root
vegetables do not.

Phosphorus (P) is essential for healthy roots and for fruit to
ripen. A lack of phosphorus causes poor growth, leaves begin
to have a blue/green tint or fall off, and fruit and flowers are
disappointingly small or late.

Potassium (K) is vital for flower and fruit growth. When
deficient, fruiting plants are unproductive and older leaves
show signs of ‘scorching’, turning brownish and rolling up
inwards and downwards.

Magnesium (Mg) A deficiency of magnesium
shows up as discoloring of the leaves between the
veins known as intervein chlorosis. Leaves change
from a healthy green to pale yellow and eventually
brown.

Calcium (Ca) A deficiency of calcium shows up as
young leaves curling inwards and lacking colour,
and is often a problem in acidic soils. ‘Blossom end
rot’ in tomatoes is caused by this condition.

Manganese (Mn) is used in various biological
systems including photosynthesis, respiration, and
nitrogen assimilation. Manganese is also involved
in pollen germination, pollen tube growth, root cell
elongation and resistance to root pathogens.

Iron (Fe) helps the plant move oxygen throughout
the roots, leaves, and other parts of the plant. Many
plants also rely on iron to complete the enzyme
functions that keep the plant thriving

Chlorine (Cl) is important for plant photosynthesis
as it is involved in the opening and closing of
stomata (pores in leaves that enable plants to take
in and release carbon dioxide, oxygen and other
gases). It also helps ensure leaves are firm.

Zinc (Zn) helps plants produce chlorophyll. Leaves
discolor when the soil is deficient in zinc and plant
growth is stunted. Zinc deficiency causes a type of
leaf discoloration called chlorosis, which causes the
tissue between the veins to turn yellow while the
veins remain green.

Molybdenum (Mo) is used in the production of
“molybdoenzymes” that regulate various plant functions. The
most well known of these Mo-containing enzymes regulate
nitrogen (N) nutrition.

NUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES

I f  plants don't receive the right minerals and nutrients,  multiple signs of
deficiency can appear.  There are a whole range of important plant
nutrients the plant needs access to.

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Potassium (K)

Manganese (Mn) Phosphorous (P)

Nitrogen (N)

Magnesium (Mg)
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Early signs of overwatering in tomatoes include wilt ing,
and yellowing leaves.  I f  overwatering continues,  the roots

wil l  begin to drown, die and rot.



Acidic Neutral Alkaline

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Most plants thrive in the 6.0 to 7.0 pH range, although there are
exceptions.  It  is  advisable to use a digital  pH analyser to check that the
water and soil  are in the correct pH range. Water pH can be adjusted by
using a pH down or pH up additive to water.  I f  you don't have these to
hand, other remedies can be found online.

When the pH is out of range al l  sorts of plant deficiency symptoms can
appear,  as it  affects the plant's abil ity to absorb and use many nutrients.
The wrong pH can ' lockout'  particular minerals .  This is  one of the most
common problems when growing certain plants and also one of the easiest
to avoid.

For soil  grows, i f  your plants show signs of a problem, it 's  a good idea to
check the run-off  water that collects in the saucer before applying
ferti l izer to the soil .

The wrong pH won’t necessari ly ki l l  plants outright,  but it  can affect
growth and result in subpar blooms or crops,  depending on how sensitive
the plant is .  

Some plants are able to adapt to a range of pH levels .  Hydrangeas,  for
example,  produce different colored f lowers depending on whether they’re
grown in acidic or alkaline soil .

pH Scale

CHECKING PH
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SproutBoxx
www.sproutboxx.com

Hanging sling

Lifting rope
caliper

Mount the l ight directly to the bar by removing
the l i ft ing rope from it 's  caliper and hanging the
sling to it  directly,  or connect the hanging sl ing
cables to a caliper 

Hanging the light without a lifting rope

Never make adjustments to the l ight when it  is on.

Always check and confirm stabil ity after making adjustments.

I f  you need to gain more space under the l ight,  you can adjust how the l ight is
attached to the grow tent frame to raise its height.  The option below is
recommended as it  is  the simplest,  provides the most height and is entirely
stable.

You may also need to rearrange the fan and f i lter placement,  but i f  you fol lowed
our assembly guide you should be able to simply push it  back out of the way.

CAUTION: 

RAISING A GROW LIGHT
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SproutBoxx
The material in this manual is for informational and reference purposes. The items covered may be subject to change without prior

notice due to our continuous development program.
 

SproutBoxx does not accept liability for any criminal activity, damages, losses, costs or expenses, direct, indirect or incidental,
consequential or special, arising out of, or related to the use of this material or the products described herein.
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